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Policy Committee  
Meeting Minutes  
November 16, 2018, 9 AM-11AM 
Port of Portland, 7200 NE Airport Way 
 

 
 

POLICY COMMITTEE ATTENDANCE (Quorum not reached: 6 of 14 active positions represented) 
1. Karylinn Echols, Policy Committee Chair, Councilor, City of Gresham 
2. Jim Bernard, Policy Committee Vice Chair, Clackamas County Chair 
3. Kyle Allen, City of Hillsboro Councilor 
4. Kathryn Harrington, PC Immediate Past Vice Chair, Metro Councilor 
5. Sharon Meieran, Multnomah County Commissioner 
6. Marla Blagg, TriMet Safety and Security Executive, by phone 

 
RDPO Staff and Other Attendees: 

1. Mike Harryman, State Resilience Officer 
2. Chris Voss, Chair RDPO Steering Committee, Multnomah County Emergency Manager 
3. Jerry Allen, City of Beaverton 
4. Denise Barrett, RDPO Manager 
5. Laura Hanson, RDPO Regional Planning Coordinator 
6. Beth Crane, RDPO Grants Coordinator 
7. Scott Porter, Washington County Emergency Manager 
8. Katy Asher, Regional Water Providers Consortium 
9. Dave Fuller, Director, CRESSA 
10. Daniel Nibourar, Planner, METRO 
11. Kelly Lanarzao, Gresham  
 

 
1. Welcome and Introductions – Councilor Echols, Committee Chair 

a. At 9:01 AM, Chair Echols called the meeting to order, welcomed everyone, and asked for self-introductions.   

 

2. Administrative Items – Councilor Echols, Committee Chair; Chris Voss, Chair RDPO Steering Committee 

a. Chair Echols asked for comments regarding previous meeting minutes. No changes were requested. There was 
not a quorum present to approve the minutes, so that action will be held over to the next meeting. 

b. Denise Barrett, on behalf of the Policy Committee, spoke a few words honoring Metro Councilor Harrington’s 
long-term service on this committee as she transitions at the end of this calendar year from her Metro 
Councilor seat to her newly elected position as the Chair of the Washington County Commission. A new 
METRO representative (TBD) will serve on the Policy Committee beginning in 2019. 

c. Chair Echols also noted that, because of recent elections, Portland City Councilor Joann Hardesty will be 
joining the RDPO Policy Committee in January 2019. 

 

3. Resilience – Mike Harryman, State Resilience Officer; Courtney Patterson, Portland Bureau of Emergency Management 
Interim Director; and Chris Voss, Chair RDPO Steering Committee 

a. Governor Brown’s Resiliency 2025 strategy – 

i.  Mr. Harryman provided a high-level overview of the Resiliency 2025 Vision Document released in 
October 2018. This work identifies Governor Brown’s resiliency goals that will drive forward her 
policy focus into the future. Resiliency 2025 was developed based on feedback collected over the 
past two years. Resiliency 2015 connects to and supports the 50-year plan published in 2013 as well 
as the SB 850 residential earthquake insurance and mass care/mass displacement reports issued by 
OSSPAC in August 2018. The SB 850 reports are available online at the Oregon Emergency 
Management website: Click here for the EQ Insurance Report and here for the Mass Care Report. This 

http://www.oregon.gov/oem/Documents/OSSPAC-18-01%20Insurance%20Final%20Report.pdf
http://www.oregon.gov/oem/Documents/OSSPAC-18-02%20Mass%20Care%20Final%20report.pdf
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work is intended to engage both the public, private, and nonprofit sectors. Resiliency 2025 describes 
six visionary strategies: 

• Continue state investments in seismic upgrades of schools and emergency service buildings 
throughout Oregon; 

• Develop a plan for the Critical Energy Infrastructure (CEI) Hub to prevent and mitigate catastrophic 
failure; 

• Implement a statewide earthquake early warning system by 2023; 

• Work with local governments, community groups and the American Red Cross to ensure that 250,000 
households have two weeks of emergency supplies in the next three years; 

• Strengthen local emergency management organizations and develop more robust logistical staging 
bases, local supply chains and more earthquake and mass displacement insurance options; and 

• Update the Oregon Resilience Plan in 2021 to reflect current best practices, community input and 
academic research, including a specific plan for the Oregon coast.  

 

Mr. Harryman noted that some organizations were caught off guard at the report’s recommendations and are 
reaching out to connect and gain support for the resiliency goals.  He said the 2019 legislative session could 
include both budget and legislative proposals.  All six strategies have budget implications. Mr. Harryman 
recommended RDPO focus on strategies for 4 and 5, as they relate most closely local, tribal and non-profit 
concerns.  
 
The Governor’s recommended budget comes out on Nov 28. It’s not clear at this time, what the Governor’s 
budget will include related to these recommendations. Mr. Harryman will be connecting with legislators and 
their staff during December legislative days. Committee chairs assignments will be determined after the new 
year.  
 
Mr. Harryman said he will work with stakeholders, including RDPO, non-profits, etc., and continue to collect 
feedback. Mr. Harryman discussed working with the executive and judicial branches, focusing on continuity of 
operations plans. Thirty-three state agencies attended a tabletop held in October, including representatives 
from the Governor’s Disaster Cabinet. Mr. Harryman noted possible 2019 legislation could include: increasing 
seismic rehabilitation funding (currently at $125 million), and that Business Oregon has $2.5 million available 
for seismic upgrades as well. Mr. Harryman mentioned Article XI-M Bonds for schools; Article XI-N Bonds: for 
emergency facilities, and Article Q Bonds to improve airports and other critical infrastructure.  

ii. Ms. Barrett asked about the direction of critical energy infrastructure planning in the future? Mr. 
Harryman replied that he is meeting this afternoon with the Western States Petroleum Association to 
propose working on mitigation strategies with Oregon Solutions as a partner to conduct an 
assessment. Mr. Harryman mentioned fuel companies do not want to meet with the state as 
individual companies and prefer their association represent their interests. Conversations about land 
and marine facilities are activated.  

iii. Chair Echols, asked if he and Governor Brown are looking for support once the budget is made public. 
Mr. Harryman responded that, in general, bonding is not a heavy lift. Another bonding proposal 
includes $12 million in support for the continued development of ShakeAlert in Oregon -- to support 
a University of Oregon all-hazards system for alerts (including earthquake, volcano eruptions, and 
wildfires). In terms of state general funds, only asking for $5-6 million, which is a small ask. Mr. 
Harryman agreed that support from partners would be helpful and he will keep Denise up to speed 
on advocacy efforts going into session. 
 

b. Unreinforced Masonry Buildings (URMs) - Courtney Patterson, Interim Director PBEM  
i. Ms. Patterson described the work currently underway in the City of Portland involving generally older 

brick buildings, (sometimes historic) or other structures like sheds or parking ramps. Portland is 
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working on developing mandatory retrofits. Both California and Seattle are also working on 
mandatory retrofits and are much further along in policy and program implementation. Portland is 
proposing to develop funding that would provide grants to support retrofits, with funding being 
provided to priority properties. Grants would cover 35% of eligible costs. Current policy proposal 
expected to be considered in 2019 legislative session is to allocate $20 million in lottery funds for this 
work. Portland hopes for support from the RDPO member jurisdictions, as buildings in need of this 
retrofitting are all over the regional area, not just in Portland.  

ii. Mr. Voss asked how priority buildings will be identified. Ms. Patterson responded that is still to be 
worked out but would perhaps initially include non-profits and African American churches. Part of the 
aim is to protect groups/communities historically displaced by gentrification. The committee is still 
working on establishing priorities. 

iii. Mr. Allen offered that Hillsboro has established similar requirements, and asked how many structures 
are estimated in Portland? Response: around 1,800 buildings need to be retrofitted.  
 

c. Letter to OSSPAC - Chris Voss, Chair RDPO Steering Committee 
Mr. Voss introduced and reviewed the letter the RDPO Steering Committee sent to OSSPAC to follow up the 
reports that OSSPAC released this fall (see above). The Steering Committee thanked OSSPAC for their work 
and stated support for their recommendations, especially calling out support for: 

• Making government whole; 
• Facilitating post-earthquake return to safe structures; 
• Assisting schools with their roles pre- and post-Cascadia Subduction Zone earthquake; and  
• Removing barriers to volunteerism. 

In addition, the Steering Committee asked OSSPAC to consider a proposal that was raised during the OSSPAC 
process, but ultimately not included in the recommendations. This proposal is focused on declaring all public 
employees at state and local levels of government as disaster service workers, like a program currently 
operating in California. Mr. Voss described the program as an “oath style requirement” that public employees 
promise to return to work in a disaster to help the community return to normal functioning.  

 

d. RDPO Strategic Plan, Resiliency and Advocacy - Denise Barrett, RDPO Manager 

Ms. Barrett stated RDPO has a strategic plan with goals and objectives connected to resiliency and policy 
advocacy opportunities. Examples include: 

i. Historically supporting seismic retrofits of EOCs, ECCs, police and fire stations, etc., in the region; 
ii. Working to further secure the Critical Energy Infrastructure (CEI) Hub, involving OR Solutions, City 

Club and other stakeholders towards engaging OR Solutions to facilitate stakeholder engagement. If 
not OR Solutions, OSSPAC remains an option to facilitate this work. 

iii. Promoting the University of Oregon’s ShakeAlert Project by asking for more participation, locating 
and installing sensors, promoting protective measures, and developing opportunities for stakeholders 
to identify benefits. For example, Intel would shut down systems if they received an advance alert to 
preserve their infrastructure. In some areas, Oregon is behind CA and WA in resiliency efforts, and 
there is a desire to have all boats rise together for consistency across the NW multistate region. The 
ShakeAlert messaging system generates alerts seconds to minutes following perceived earthquake 
indicators. Having notice could influence and support engaging and changing behavior like drop, 
cover, hold, consistently across region. 

iv. Two weeks ready: all partners in the region promote this but there is a greater need to measure 
results. Most partners are working to deepen other community resilience work, including supporting 
efforts to strengthen social cohesion and community-based resilience planning. A new RDPO 
workgroup is emerging bringing together the Citizen Corps Work Group and the Regional Messaging 
Task Force, along with others engaged at the local community readiness and resilience efforts, to 
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further develop and integrate volunteer, community outreach/messaging and other community 
resilience strategies. 

v. A policy advocacy opportunity relates to funding sources. There is agreement that RDPO and 
emergency management at all levels in general is over-reliant on federal grants and there is an 
identified need to stabilize funding streams by advocating for more state general funds for OEM and 
local governments. 

4. RDPO Connections to Statewide Resiliency Efforts and Opportunities for Policy Committee to Act-Chris Voss and 
Denise Barrett 

a. Broad and energetic discussion of policy advocacy opportunities and tools. 
i. Letters, such as the letter the Steering Committee sent to OSSPAC are one avenue to influence policy 

makers. RDPO Policy Committee could compose a letter to the Governor’s Office supporting one or 
several RDPO identified policy proposals and/or a letter in support of the Governor’s Resiliency Plan. 

ii. In the past, Ms. Barrett has presented to state of Oregon legislators, largely to educate and raise 
awareness of the RDPO and its regional work, but not to advocate on any legislation (as she was not 
authorized by the Policy Committee to do so). While the Policy Committee has been working steadily 
on advocacy at the federal level, including in the past years on UASI and other preparedness and 
resilience funding, ShakeAlert, etc., it has not reached agreement on advocating at the state level. It 
did agree to have the Steering Committee provide feedback to OSSPAC on the S.B. 850 Mass Care 
Report, many of the recommendations of which are included in Governor Brown’s Resiliency 2025 
strategy.  

iii. Mr. Voss summarized the process the Steering Committee used in the past. Not all members were in 
universal support, but the group was able to generate agreement to send people to Salem to 
advocate but needed clarity about role of those presenters (advocating on behalf of represented 
jurisdiction, discipline or RDPO as a whole). State-level policy advocacy is, therefore, a new 
opportunity for the RDPO Policy Committee. Three options include: 

1. Letters of support or promotion of existing or needed policy proposals; 

2. Demonstrate support for specific plans or processes, for example the Resiliency 2025 Plan. 

3. Target one or two things RDPO is passionate about and want to/able move the needle on. 
Examples for early wins might include: Early warning systems like Shake Alert would 
probably move forward and Critical energy infrastructure hub planning is a high priority 

[Members continued to discuss active advocacy and how to open conversations about what and how to 
conduct policy advocacy going forward.] 

b. Ms. Harrington advocated for a stronger legislative agenda. She wanted to discuss topics to introduce this 
session (to build awareness) and then come back to it over time multiple legislative sessions. Suggested other 
topics might be introduced and moved forward in the 2019 session. Ms. Harrington wants RDPO to move a 
legislative policy agenda forward. She appreciates the leadership of Policy Committee and sees a role for 
members in policy advocacy going forward. Encouraged other Policy Committee member to apply their policy 
tools and resources to advocate in Salem. For example, she mentioned Metro directed legislative staff to 
provide support as well. Ms. Harrington urged the Committee to get a list of 1-3 legislative items for the 2019 
session.  

c. Chair Echols mentioned that Mr. Barnard spoke with Ms. Barrett yesterday about going to Salem to engage 
legislators. Chair Echols stated she and Vice Chair Bernard are open to taking this step but will need support 
from those with expertise.  

d. Ms. Barrett suggested the Committee identify specific new policy proposals or endorsement of existing 
proposals (for example expressing support for the Governor’s resiliency recommendations). 

e. Mr. Voss suggested to push for 1-3 policy concepts as more powerful advancement of an RDPO agenda rather 
than just supporting the resiliency report. Mr. Voss mentioned support can be provided via testimony, letters, 
etc. Concepts for the Committee to consider include those in the Resiliency Report, in the OSSPAC reports, and 
moving forward on proposing a Disaster Worker Program or the Portland seismic retrofit grants bill. 
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f. Ms. Mieran stated her absolute support for RDPO to use policy advocacy tools to benefit the region and have 
our voice heard. She urged a list of 1-3 priority legislative items, plus sending letters of support and identify 
separate categories of action.  

g. Mr. Voss asked about next steps, identify what the 1-3 concepts are.  He asked how will we pick the items? 
Suggested identifying short term wins and longer-term strategies. 

h. Ms. Barrett summarized options discussed: endorse Governor’s Resilience Plan, plant seed about disaster 
workers, critical energy infrastructure hub, Portland URM policy proposal, and support/expansion of 
ShakeAlert system. She suggested prioritizing via Steering Committee members? Could be take it into the 
December Steering Committee meeting.  

i. Ms. Harrington, wants us to get moving on this. Noted we have had the Resiliency Report for a few weeks. 
i. Ms. Harrington motioned to make a draft list (below) to send to Steering Committee for prioritization 

with recommendation back to Policy Committee for action by January Policy Committee meeting or 
via an electronic vote. Ms. Mieren seconded. List of policies to prioritize include:  

1. Endorse Resiliency 2025, and actively support 
2. Disaster worker concept 
3. Portland URM 
4. Critical Energy Infrastructure Hub planning 
5. ShakeAlert Early warning system 

ii. Discussion on motion, included establishing “a stake in the ground” for the region, recognizing time is 
of the essence, Policy Committee members can weigh in electronically to expediate, recognition that 
if each member needed to take it back to their respective jurisdiction would lose time, especially 
since we are entering into holiday period, some members have already engaged their legislative staff 
to support regional preparedness policy issues.  Identified no quorum present for official vote.  

iii. Denise mentioned that ShakeAlert and the CEI Hub already form part of the Governor’s resiliency 
strategy, so the RDPO can place emphasis on those in the letter to Governor Brown. Chair Echols 
asked if there was consensus on a letter of support for the Governor’s Resiliency Plan at a minimum. 
No opposition. 

iv. Action by next meeting: Ms. Barrett will draft a letter of support for Resiliency 2025 and work with 
Steering Committee to prioritize options and then send it to Policy Committee for action at or before 
its next meeting. 
 

5. Recovery Framework – Laura Hanson, RDPO Planning Coordinator 

a. Ms. Hanson reviewed a case study from Christchurch NZ 

i. Two quakes 2010 and 2011, similar size to region, similar geology, URMs in their business district, etc. 
Understand main recovery challenges, (not response). 

ii. High vulnerability, impact to biz district, building damage, regional impacts beyond the city. 

iii. Land use policy and housing were key recovery issues.  

iv. Lessons relevant to RDPO identified by the Core Recovery Planning team, drawn from across RDPO 
area 

1. Expect an influx of response workers that impact housing availability. 

2. Homes that are red tagged are clearly impacted, but yellow tags needed more inspection 
and time to resolve. 

3. Housing market cost inflation causes displacement and loss of moderate priced housing. 

4. Rezoning challenges: some areas not rezoned for housing created blight. 
5. Caused stress and strain on housing stock especially affordable housing. 

6. Governance and decision making- local capacity was overwhelmed resulting in high national 
involvement. In the case study, they established an earthquake recovery commission with 
local and national blended government approach. Roles were not distinguished and that 
aggravated tension, displaced decision-making away from local authorities. Underscored the 
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need for consistency in leadership (long-term) as elected officials turn over resulting in 
importing leadership from national level, however, over time, national officials leave.  

7. Establishing governance ahead of time will provide more long-term supports. 

8. Anticipate and manage impacts on vulnerable populations before, during, and after events.  

9. Opportunity in our region to plan better using whole community, equity-based, and data-
driven approaches. RDPO is working on completing several valuable projects and initiatives: 
DOGAMI Earthquake Impacts Study for the five counties, the ECONorthwest Regional 
Earthquake Economic Impacts study, ongoing discussion about how best to address social 
vulnerability in the RDPO, etc. All can help locate vulnerable pockets to center our work. 

10. Lessons learned from Hurricane Harvey, impacts on vulnerable populations, even though we 
know about them, we have a hard time avoiding them. Recognition that many lost homes in 
initial damage. But those who lost vehicles, couldn’t get to work, so they also lost jobs and 
the means to repair homes. Black residents: slower movement on recovery than all others. 
7/10 displaced people were renters. Harvey one-year post event survey showed a general 
lack of knowledge about recovery funding, paperwork, needed documents for eligibility of 
federal aid were destroyed in event. Recognize a need to navigate for vulnerable 
populations in advance. 

v. RDPO’s Regional Recovery Framework Project-Planning in advance 

1. Ms. Hanson reviewed the Core Planning groups process to date. Weighed two approaches: 
planning by each jurisdiction or as a region. Group decided to build a regional framework 
first and then each jurisdiction will build their individual plan on that agreed criteria. 

2. Recognize a need to ensure recovery decisions can be made in the earliest phases of 
response. Will have impact on long term recovery.  

3. The proposed framework is organized by FEMA guidelines and lessons from other states. 
RDPO added land use and redevelopment planning. Draft framework includes seven areas 
with some large and complex areas, such as infrastructure systems with multiple sub-
components. Working to gain clarity on priorities, milestones and how it will be coordinated.  

4. Planning group has a strong commitment to applying equity lens, resiliency and 
sustainability perspectives 

5. Why a Recovery Framework is important: goal is to get people and business to stay in the 
region; social cohesion and economic strength will help reduce flight following a major 
event.  

6. Framework is first step towards shared regional vision. Step two is county specific plans, 
along with cities (within their planning cycle). The current project only funds the regional 
framework, so we will be working to develop project concepts in the next round of UASI 
funding to implement the second step. 

7. Current project goal is to produce a framework document with county specific annexes 
connected to other long-range plans. 

8. Local and regional governments need to support each other, as well as receive support from 
outside. Articulating governance is important. Unified vision to support each other and avoid 
siloed efforts. The regional governance piece will need more discussion and visioning beyond 
what the current project can complete. 

9. Series of workshops conducted over the summer raised awareness, identified goals and 
objectives and explored local governance options. Stakeholder engagement varied, so now 
offering a conference in early 2019 to bring all stakeholders together at one time, share best 
practices and real-world case studies. Equity will be a cross-cutting topic. Format will include 
panels of subject-matter experts and recovery support function-specific breakouts to further 
planning efforts. May include a session to explore a regional concept of governance 
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incorporating the RDPO’s Regional Multi-Agency Coordination System, Metro, and other 
established regional structures. We will invite policy committee members, staff, etc. to 
attend. Will send out save-the-date as soon as conference details are completed. 

10. For the future, the planning group will be seeking Policy Committee sign off on framework. 
Ms. Hanson presented at Steering Committee at their last meeting and is working on 
incorporating feedback and will bring back to Policy Committee.  

a. Ms. Harrington asked who was on the RDPO Core Planning Team? Response: 
Hagerty Consulting and representatives from around the region. Ms. Harrington 
continued, in support of vulnerable populations, it is reasonable to ask every agency 
and jurisdiction to make a simple ask, every public engagement do you have your 
important papers organized (like the One Key Question, public health campaign). 
Additional discussion about how county plans will become annexes (i.e., appendices 
to the regional framework/plan). Ms. Harrington asked that the core planning team 
include Metro and not just counties. Ms. Harrington asked if Metro’s support is 
needed to provide the conference? Ms. Hanson agreed to follow up with Metro 
staff about Metro facility options for the conference. 

b. Ms. Mieren suggested engaging with state health care interpreters’ association as 
they have expressed a strong interest in participating in disaster preparedness. 
Health care interpreters already effectively communicate with vulnerable 
populations. They have thoughts and strategies and want to be engaged.  

c. Chair Echols asked: What is the timing for public engagement? Answer: Framework 
is expected to be complete by May 2019. There will be a rollout to explain the 
framework after that.  

d. Ms. Barrett said once framework is issued, then county and city work engages, and 
we can return to regional governance model and how to support ongoing 
development and maintenance. The Framework is a tool relevant to other planning 
efforts particularly long-term planning by partners. Ms. Barrett said the region has 
made a lot of effort and investments into response planning and building and 
maintaining first responder’s and Emergency Operation/Coordination Center 
response capabilities. Recovery brings new players to the table and helps us focus 
even more on equity. Transportation recovery is emerging as an important factor. 
Planning for recovery also dovetails with planning and implementing resilience 
initiatives. More partners are willing to work on it, such as Metro, ODOT, etc. 

e. Chair Echols commented on the Earthquake Ready Burnside project, which is 
developing 2-3 options for Burnside bridge. We had a presentation on this at the 
last meeting. Connected with Emergency Transportation Routes planning efforts, 
jointly implemented by the RDPO and Metro. 

f. Ms. Harrington-METRO has planning grants for local communities for planning and 
development, and this might be a good match for recovery work. Metro councilors 
are concerned beyond emergency response and are considering recovery issues. 
Grants are an annual program.  

g. Ms. Mieren expressed concern about the Central Energy Infrastructure Hub, which 
is in the Linton Community (tank farms and residents on unstable soils prone to 
liquefying in an earthquake, plus potential for HazMat incidents that would cause 
evacuations). Ms. Barrett recalled that one of the Governor’s resiliency strategies is 
to begin to work more intently on identifying solutions together with state, federal, 
private sector and local partners, but there is a lot more that needs to be done.  

h. Mr. Porter commented that regional recovery governance is challenging. Would 
RDPO Policy Committee play a role in recovery? How about the Metro Policy 
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Advisory or Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation? What about long-
term debris management? Mr. Porter asked how to leverage those existing bodies 
and to determine which role they would play: governance or advisory. Mr. Porter 
noted a difference between city, county and regional recovery and recommended 
tapping into existing structures whenever possible.  

i. Ms. Harrington mentioned she has METRO obligations s through the end of the year 
and make herself available to planning team to provide insights. Planning team 
welcome contact her to and get engaged before the end of her Dec 20. Chair Echols 
could also be available to support conference planning or activities.  

 

6. RDPO focus on Equity - Denise Barrett, RDPO Manager 
a. Ms. Barrett opened by stating that going forward, each Policy Committee meeting will have a section devoted 

to sharing current organizational and program topics, including how RDPO is working to meet its strategic 
goals. For this meeting, the focus is on equity and how it is being embedded and implemented across the 
organization. Her presentation included: 

i. Equity work is being integrating, deepening, expanding across all aspects of the organization. This 
work is overdue, and we have great partners at the table.  

ii. Equity has been embedded in the 2019 programming cycle (project pipeline) for the last cycle. The 
2019 project application form askes about who the proposed project advances equity and proposals 
are scored (in part) related to equity. 

iii. As described today, the recovery framework has equity strongly embedded in the planning 
considerations. Other projects with strong equity foundations include: the disaster sanitation project 
which was translated into 7-8 languages and designed to be culturally appropriate for diverse 
populations, now in second phase. The Citizen Corp programs, including NET, MRC, CERTs, etc. are 
strongly implementing equity principals, also LISTOS, under WA leadership and the Mass Sheltering 
Workgroup.  

iv. Public Alerts.org website currently being upgraded to ensure access for non- or low-English speaking 
groups. 

v. Regional MACs are developing an ethical decision-making framework that examines issues related to 
vulnerabilities, scarce resource allocation and applies equity principles.  

vi. Earthquake damages and economic impacts studies include analyses based on social vulnerability. 

vii. Health system partners projects funded by the RDPO, including infant feeding guide, pediatric surge 
planning and safety net clinic preparedness, all include equity components. 

viii. The Program Committee has decided to an Equity Advisor as a non-voting member to help the RDPO 
better define what it means by equity in its program, including the project decision-making criteria. 

ix. Community Resilience Work Group (still under development), Citizen Corps Work Group, and the 
Mass Sheltering Task Force have strong foundations in equity. 

b. Ms. Mieren said she notices this is a white group, should Policy Committee have an Equity Advisory as well? 
Ms. Harrington stated METRO has adopted an equity strategy and has developed a committee on racial equity 
which provides oversight and advice to the agency and the Council to do a better job and be successful in 
achieving the strategy. Had testimony recently to Council. Could be a resource to support RDPO. Ms. Barrett 
said the Program Committee will take that under consideration when it determines how to proceed with filling 
the Equity Advisor role. 

c. Chair Echols and Ms. Harrington shared new found awareness of barriers related to disabilities; we have a lot 
of work to do in this area. We should model what we are asking in our agencies. 
 

7. Good of the order - Chair Echols 
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a. Due to the lack of a quorum, RDPO staff will circulate all sets of past minutes for approval via an electronic 
vote. 

 

8. Adjournment - Chair Echols 

a. Chair Echols thanked the Port of Portland for hosting and adjourned the meeting at 10:48. 


